International Invitational Meeting - Integratives Sportfest

Organizer: TSV Bayer 04 Leverkusen / Team Thomas

Date: July 3rd 2020

Place: Manforter Stadion
Kalkstr. 46, 51377 Leverkusen

Age classes: only adults; youth will be allowed to participate (with adult implements)

Classes: T/F 11 – 13, T/F 35 – 38 and F40, F41, T/F42 – F47, T62-T64

Events: 100m, 200m, 400m, 800m, 1500m, high jump, long jump, shot, javelin

Important notice:
long jump will be offered only from the board / not from the Zone (T11/T12)
Based on the schedule. The number of competitors in the field events will be limited.

Comp. rules: 100m heats and finals for all participants
All other races : time races seeded by time,
Please indicate PBs
Send application to: Jörg Frischmann
Joerg.Frischmann@tsvbayer04.de

Deadline: June 20th

Entry fee: 8€ per event

Late entries: if possible, double fee

Start cards: for track events, you will receive a start card, please give back this card completely filled out not later that 45 min. prior to scheduled start time of each event. For field events confirm participation at venue.

Sanctioning: the event is on the IPC calendar, world records will be sanctioned

Hotel: Hotel Fück .Kalkstraße 127 · D – 51377 Leverkusen
Fon: (+49) 0214 - 876 09 - 0 ·
Fax: (+49) 0214 – 876 09 - 50
www.hotel-fueck.de · info@hotel-fueck.de
Further Hotels will be published later
Please contact the hotels directly to organize your accommodation

Entry/ result list: via live info system at www.team-thomas.org

Please note: Insurance for accidents public liability etc. is your own responsibility.
The event -schedule will be published later.

Local contact: Joerg Frischmann, Tel: +49 214 868 00 36
Fax: +49 214 206 021 46, e-mail: joerg.frischmann@tsvbayer04.de